Securing Business Data

An introduction to CNS Group
for prospective employees.

www.cnsgroup.co.uk

Welcome

History

Thank you for considering to further your career with CNS Group.
We have put together some information to give you a good idea
of the type of company CNS Group is to help you make the right
decision regarding your next employment.

CNS Group was founded (as Convergent
Network Solutions Ltd) in 1999 by the
existing executive directors to address
the needs of public sector and financial
organisations to secure their networks.

At CNS Group we’re an enthusiastic and ambitious bunch. We are
all experts in our own field with a thirst for learning, self
improvement and working closely with our customers and
partners. Whilst we work in an ever changing industry we have at
least one constant in that all our staff with be challenged and will
develop.
The Company was founded on the philosophy of providing our
clients with high quality IT security solutions and services to help
protect business data. A fundamental tenet of the Company is to
continually provide the best quality services that we can to
address the changing needs of, and threats to our client base. In
recognition of this we understand the need to continually find
ways of developing and improving our services. We employ the
best people, use or build solid technology and supply only the
highest quality services. Furthermore, we monitor our
performance and client satisfaction to seek ways of
advancement. Through this philosophy we aim to become the
UK’s leading independent Cyber Security consultancy and
services provider.
I hope this information helps you, if you have any questions or
would like to speak to an existing employee then please do get in
contact.

Today, whilst our reach, size and depth
of expertise have grown, our principle
aims have not; that is to provide the best,
independent advice and services to keep
our clients safe in a world of ever
changing cyber threat.
In 2012 CNS Ltd became CNS Group
establishing 2 distinct delivery
businesses. CNS Hut3 is the group
consultancy arm whilst CNS Mosaic
focuses on Managed Security Services.
In 2014 CNS Group were invested in by
telent (the large technology services
provider) and remains 75% owned by
employees. This gives us the unique
strength in remaining agile and specialist
whilst working on significant and critical
projects and infrastructure.
In 2015 CNS Group moved its Security
Operations Centre to the secure facility in
Camberley.
In 2016 CNS Group named Best Managed
Security Services company by SC
Magazine.

Cheers
Shannon.
CEO

"CNS Group exists so that our clients
worry less about the security of their
data. We are dedicated to the
pursuit of keeping our clients safe".
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Company Performance
CNS Group is growing at a significant and sustainable rate. Turnover has grown from £4.2m in 2015 to £5.5
in 2016. We hope to grow the business to £7m in 2017 with the goal to be a £10m company by 2018. This
means large investment in our technical teams across the business. The growth will be the result of
investment in our people and thereby the enthusiasm, ambition and endeavour of those people.

What do we do?
CNS Group are Cyber Security Specialists. We don’t do anything else. We focus on being the best at what we do
and not diluting our skills by offering other IT or Consultancy services. We have 5 teams of experts focused on their
own areas of specialism:

Advise

Our ADVISORY team are hugely experienced Governance, Risk & Compliance consultants with an enormous
breadth of knowledge around specific regulation, standards and compliance (inc. PCI DSS, ISO27001, HMG (PSN
and CCP), SANS, CPNI, NIST etc) as well as significant technical expertise in advising clients how to achieve their
required levels of security.

Test

Our TEST team are one of the most experienced and highly qualified teams of penetration testers in the UK. Also
experts in forensics, the team is responsible for testing 1000’s of applications, systems, environments and devices
every year. The team routinely research vulnerabilities, compile threat intelligence and assist clients in shoring-up
their data security.

Solve

Our SOLUTIONS team are a crack team of architects and engineers deployed to design and implement the CNS
Group security controls set of technologies to meet client need. They specialise in tailored installation of proven
technologies into any environment to improve protection. From firewalls to unified security management
platforms this team are as astute as they are helpful in solving technical problems.

Manage

Our NOC team run and manage our Network Operations Centre, a 24 x7 service that monitors and maintains a
vast estate of critical security devices to ensure the integrity of our clients’ data. This team ensures clients strike
the right balance of enablement and security for their users and technology remains fit-for-purpose.
Our SOC team are highly trained Security Operations Centre analysts who are constantly monitoring and
investigating activity on clients system to identify malicious or scurrilous actions in order to alert and respond
before any damage is done.
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What do we do?

CNS Mosaic
Managed Security
Services

CNS Hut3
Consultancy
Advisory
• Cyber Strategy
• Governance,
Risk &
Compliance
• Threat Intel
• Standards
• Regulation
• Audit
• Accreditation
• Architecture

Identify Risks &
Threats

Test
• Security
Assessment
• Penetration
Testing
• Technical
Assurance
• Intelligence
• Research
• Forensics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify Gaps &
Vulnerabilities

Compliance Standards
•
•
•
•

Solutions

PCI DSS.
ISO27001
HMG (PSN, IL4, OFFICIAL(SENSITIVE)
CPNI (Top20 Critical Control Set)

Technology
Controls
Remediation
Enablement
Architecture
Design
Install
Project
Manage

Create Risk
Treatment Plan

Managed SOC

Managed NOC
• 24 x 365
• Device
Management
• Service Desk
• Incident
Response
• Monitoring
• Compliance
• Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement
controls and
technology

24 x 365
SIEM
IDS
Incident
Response
Monitoring
Compliance
Support
Threat
Alerting

Manage,
Monitor, Detect,
Respond

Technology Partners
•
•
•
•
•

DarkTrace
AlienVault
Intel (McAfee)
Cisco
Checkpoint

• Juniper
• SolarWinds
• OSSEC/ OSSIM
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Who do we do it for?
There isn’t a vertical that CNS Group hasn’t worked in during its 16 year history; cyber security affects all.
However, there are some verticals in which we have greater depth of experience. Here are a few examples:

Government

Finance

Retail & Travel

Service Providers

Critical National Infrastructure

Professional Services
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What’s life like at CNS?
Relaxed & Informal

Open & Honest

Cross Skilling

• The office is relaxed and chilled out.
• Open plan, no offices. You will
speak to and work with directors
and managers on a daily basis (they
want to know what you think!)
• If you are not meeting clients, it is
informal dress.
• Showers and somewhere to store
your bike.
• Central London and Camberley
locations.
• Near lots of public transport.

• We want our consultants to have
and share opinions.
• Different consultants will have
different opinions and we welcome
that difference.
• We don’t have a company opinion,
we don’t expect you to only
recommend things we sell.
• We expect our consultants to be
frank, honest and straightforward.
It is why our customers use us!

• Ability to work with other teams
in the company, outside of your
area, to learn new skills and
techniques.
• Ability to tag along on interesting
jobs to learn.
• Where appropriate the company
will invest in non billable time to
help grow skills.
• Consultants are encouraged to
teach within the company, run
training seminars etc.

Training & Qualifications

Lab & Research

Interesting Projects?

• We want staff to develop new skills so
they can advise across multiple
services and teams.
• We invest in external training to help
build skills.
• We have an excellent record in getting
people high level qualifications and
getting them promoted within the
company.
• We understand learning takes time
and we invest in the time required.
• We use the SFIA framework

• Access to our Cloud, internal virtual
environment to spin up images and
a wide selection of security devices
and software to experiment on.
• Access to a lab full of prebuilt
systems to exploit and practice on.
• Remote access to some labs, for out
of hours experimentation.
• Dev and Research Budget for
equipment.
• We want ideas to help build a better
lab!

• Staff have non billable time to
conduct research projects.
• We can provide kit, time,
resources etc.
• We know that staff need to have
time to
• Design new services.
• Stay current.
• Learn new skills.
• We give consultants the space
and kit to do that!

Community Contribution

New Tools and Services

• Staff are encouraged to speak at
events, work with Universities and
get published.
• Staff lecture at two universities.
speak at major conferences , and
think tanks and are published
regularly, (Wired, The Guardian, The
Telegraph, Tripwire and blogs).
• We really want staff to think outside
the box, and if you have something
interesting to say, we can help you
share it.

• Staff are encouraged to come up
with new services, new ideas, new
ways of doing things.
• If you can think of a better way of
doing something, speak up we will
listen.
• Staff are regularly asked to review
existing services, look at the market,
look at the technology, look at the
security risks and get involved in
making CNS Better

We celebrate
success!!
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Our Values

Proof of the Pudding
“
“The implementation phase has been fantastic, very
professional, fantastic communication, excellent
reporting and documentation, with risks promptly
highlighted and resolved. It has been such a smooth
process, much easier than was expected.”

“Many thanks for your herculean effort on Friday to
help us with the outstanding work.”

“Andy was professional, calm, extremely articulate and
delivered the findings in the report very impressively
so you can give him an official “pat on the back”
“James, sincere thanks for the excellent work that you
did on this piece of the GSi/PSN 2014 Compliance
Project. Your report was extremely comprehensive and
just what I was after as the client.”

“Both guys were very professional and we are pleased
with their work.”
LinkedIn
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Innovation, Research
and Development
CNS Group have twice been recognised by the UKIT industry awards
for our innovation. In 2012 for the development and production of
the COMPLIANCEngine and in 2015 for Next Generation Penetration
Testing. Equally our PhishPond tool and service was recognised by
Banking Technology for best security Initiative. More recently we
have developed our own Cyber Intelligence Network to globally
monitor new threat vectors and attack techniques. All of these tools
were developed from scratch, in-house by our techies
(independently and in non-chargeable time) to meet the specific
requirements of our clients.

In-house built tools

Cyber Intelligence Network

We pride ourselves on not only being able fulfil our teams desire to
build new tools but also ability to deploy them in the wild.

Next Generation Penetration Testing

Projects of Interest
At CNS Group we’re lucky to get involved in some very interesting
projects and technologies. Here’s a sample:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCADA Testing for Critical National Infrastructure
Forensic analysis of Global Financial fraud
DDOS attack mitigation against Service Providers
Sovereign state sponsored attack mitigation
Cutting-edge technology deployment and management
(DarkTrace)
Malware decompiling and analysis for major banks
Social Engineering multi-national organisations
• Advancing Secure Software Development Lifecycle
Creating custom written malware to test defences
• Testing low latency trading environments
Setting control standards for national systems.

Recruitment Process
We are very keen to make our recruitment process as painless as possible. This means quick turn-around times
between Interviews (often same day) and decision making, availability of staff members and managers to discuss
finer details and quick easy to use assessment tools.
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Outside the office
CNS Group is an extremely social and friendly company. Our monthly staff drinks (Thirsty
Thursdays) are always well attended and you’re always likely to find a like minded member of staff
to socialise with any day. Further to this we organise a quarterly company get together to update
staff on progress within the business and hold an annual Employee of the Year awards bash.
We also host a quarterly customer event called the Security Chapter where clients, partners and
prospects can join CNS staff for talks on Cyber Security and Networking.

Career Story
Jamie joined CNS Group in 2012 with a huge passion to be a penetration tester but without the required experience
or qualifications. Determined to achieve his ambition Jamie joined the CNS Group NOC service desk as a Level 1
Engineer. In his spare time Jamie assisted the Penetration Test team where he could and within one year joined the
Test team as a junior tester. Jamie was then able to take the requisite training and gain the relevant experience and
in 2014 became a CHECK Team Member. Only a year later Jamie took his CHECK Team Leader exam and passed 1st
time.
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Awards, Accreditations and Affiliations
At CNS Group we take company accreditation and personal certification very seriously and
once we have them we like to show them off.

Next Generation Penetration Testing

We are also lucky enough to have been recognised for our efforts in recent industry awards.

Cyber Security
Consultancy of
the Year

Security
Innovation of the
Year

Best Security
Company

Security
Initiative of
the Year

Best Managed
Security
Service
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Employee Benefits

Pension – 3% employer contribution with MyMoney management service
Death in Service & Income Protection
Vitality Health Insurance
Cycle to Work Scheme, Childcare Vouchers & Rewards Scheme
Thanks Scheme – for extra-curricular contributions and performance
Bonus Scheme – a transparent performance based scheme
Holiday – buy and sell holiday option
Flexible Working – Offices in London & Camberley and working from home
Annual Salary Reviews and Appraisals – SFIA based career progression
Company Meetings – Monthly social evenings and quarterly Company updates
Training & Development – at least one course or qualification a year plus time for
personal research and development.
Working away from home – we give staff an expenses premium to help ease the
inconvenience of working away from home for long periods of time.
Employee of the Year Awards
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